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Abstract—Due to the limitation of capacity in an enterprise,
cooperation among these enterprises is necessary to handle a
complex production task. Cloud manufacturing (CMF) provides
a cooperation platform for efficient utilization of distributed man-
ufacturing resources in regional enterprise cluster. However, ef-
fective scheduling of tasks or subtasks to these resources is a
challenging problem. Based on the analysis on the procedure of
task processing, this paper proposes a CMF scheduling model for
efficiently exploiting distributed resources, so industrial robots in
different enterprises can cooperatively handle a batch of tasks.
Specifically, this paper considers the performance of four robot de-
ployment methods, including random deployment, robot-balanced
deployment, function-balanced deployment, and location-aware
deployment. Furthermore, three subtask-scheduling strategies are
derived for three optimization objectives, including load-balance
of robots, minimizing overall cost, and minimizing overall process-
ing time. Moreover, these strategies are implemented by genetic
algorithm. Simulation results demonstrate that each strategy can
achieve the relevant optimization objective. In addition, the results
also show that the physical distance between two enterprises can
influence the overall cost, and location-aware deployment leads
to smaller transportation cost. Location-aware deployment and
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function-balanced deployment lead to smaller overall processing
time for the low-workload state and high-workload state of the
system, respectively.

Index Terms—Cloud manufacturing (CMF), deployment,
genetic algorithm (GA), manufacturing robot, task scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION

ROBOT-REPRESENTED manufacturing resources signify
expensive investment and operational cost, and it is in-

feasible for extensive enterprises to deploy these resources [1].
Nowadays, cooperative manufacturing among regional enter-
prise clusters in urban agglomeration develops rapidly. It can
avoid out-of-order expansion of production capacity and has be-
come a new trend of current manufacturing industry. Although
there are convenient logistics services among these enter-
prises, insufficiency of resource-sharing and cooperation plat-
forms leads to inefficient utilization of manufacturing resources
and capacities, and it is necessary to exploit these resources
effectively.

Cloud manufacturing (CMF) [2] combines current manufac-
turing platforms with cloud computing techniques and provides
virtual functions (such as description, registration, and distrib-
ution) for exploiting dispersed manufacturing resources. CMF
can enhance production capacity, provide efficient cooperation
among production chain and enterprise clusters, and foster the
conversion from production-oriented to service-oriented manu-
facturing industry. With CMF, production capacity becomes an
on-demand resource for various enterprises to search, match,
and utilize [3].

It is necessary to apply intelligent configurations on CMF to
control the progress or states of real-time production. However,
tremendous user-scale, varying user-demands, and heterogene-
ity of manufacturing resources pose challenges to efficient
resource utilization, and current task-scheduling methods can-
not meet the demands of intelligent allocation and sharing
of resources [4]. This paper explores the measures for these
problems, and the main contributions are as follows.

1) Based on the analysis on the elements and procedure of
production with cooperative industrial robots of differ-
ent locations and functions, this paper proposes a CMF
scheduling model that assigns a robot for each subtask
rather than the whole task. This model can employ these
dispersed robots for simultaneous processing a batch of
tasks. Detailed descriptions on the features and relations
of relevant entities are given in this model.
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TABLE I
MAIN NOTATION DEFINITIONS

2) With considerations for component or product transporta-
tion during manufacturing, this paper proposes several
subtask-scheduling strategies for optimization objectives
such as load-balance of robots, minimizing overall cost,
and minimizing overall processing time. These strategies
are implemented by genetic algorithm (GA), and simula-
tion experiments have verified the effectiveness of these
strategies.

3) This paper proposes several methods for deploying ro-
bots at different enterprise or manufacturing centers (MC
for short), including random deployment, robot-balanced
deployment, function-balanced deployment, and location-
aware deployment. Simulation experiments have made
comparison on the performance of these methods.

The main notation definitions are illustrated in Table I. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes
current works on scheduling in CMF. Section III describes the
CMF system model and robot-deployment methods. Section IV
proposes several subtask-scheduling strategies and relevant im-
plementation methods. Section V illustrates the settings of the
simulation experiment and analyzes the simulation results. At
last, Section VI gives the conclusion.

II. RELATED WORKS

In recent years, many works have been done on scheduling in
CMF. Reference [5] designed an intelligent scheduling system
based on quality-predication method and proposed the proce-
dure for scheduling operation. The scheduling engine inside
it contained a sequential evaluation system for products, a
deployment system, and a monitoring system. Reference [6] de-
signed a cloud-center architecture of robots to provide services
for everyone and proposed resource-scheduling algorithm for
heterogeneous robots to meet users’ demands with the minimal
cost. Reference [7] proposed energy-adaptive immune GA for
cooperative task-scheduling in CMF. The algorithm cannot only
improve the diversity of searching results based on various
immune tactics but also adjust the crossing and mutation proba-
bility self-adaptively for a good balance between diversification
and intensification of searching results. Reference [8] took
computation and communication costs into consideration, gave
description of the time for dynamic resource allocation in CMF,
and implemented the allocation method with GA. Reference
[9] proposed a Qos-based selection model of manufacturing
services and designed solutions based on cloud model and
ant-colony optimization (ACO) method. Reference [10] dealt
with negotiation-based task allocation of resources for dynamic
scheduling in agent-based holonic control framework. All of the
aforementioned works allocate the entire task to a distributed
manufacturing unit. However, as the complexity of production
grows, task decomposition and cooperation among manufactur-
ing units for this task should be considered.

Reference [11] proved that an optimal production solution
can be computed in polynomial time. Several polynomial time
heuristics were designed for the most realistic specialized
settings. Simulation results assessed their efficiency, showing
that the best heuristics obtain a good production throughput.
Reference [12] proposed on-demand task allocation strategy
for workflow-based CMF, and by exploring the factors that
affect resource allocation, such as cost, capacity, credibility,
and load, the matching-method between these factors and
task-demands were proposed. Considering the influence from
material and information flows, [13] decomposed each task
into many subtasks, built a resource-configuration model for
minimizing cost and delay together with optimal product qual-
ity, and got solutions for this model based on max inherit
optimization. Reference [14] proposed a task allocation method
that matches demands and capacity. By allocating subtasks to
proper resource providers, this method got a multiresolution
hierarchical architecture of resources and capacity. Taking time
and resources constraints into consideration, [15] implemented
a detailed procedure of decomposition and scheduling of mul-
tiple tasks for cost minimization. Reference [16] took three
phases for scheduling, i.e., narrowing problem-solving space by
constraints such as delay, cost, and quality, implementing cloud
service for each subtask by point-clustering algorithm, and
adopting immune GA on the basis of artificial neural network to
gain the optimal combination of partners. However, all of afore-
mentioned works ignore the influences from product transporta-
tion among distributed manufacturing centers and deployment
strategy of robots.
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Fig. 1. Model of cooperative manufacturing systems.

III. SUBTASK SCHEDULING IN CMF

A. Architecture of CMF Systems

In this paper, our work covers exactly from the beginning
to the end of product manufacturing, so we neither consider
the logistics of raw materials for robots nor consider that of
final products for users. Considering the dispersed locations
of manufacturing centers and distributed handling of tasks, we
propose a cooperative manufacturing system model in Fig. 1.
The processing procedure in this system is as follows. CMF
is implemented by middlewares such as resource publisher,
resource manager, and resource scheduler. Task requests from
all users are sent to the sole robots scheduler via the Internet,
and the scheduler begins to work periodically or on-demand.
After analyzing the process of each task and the current states of
the robots in the system, the scheduler allocates a robot for each
subtask with instructions via the Internet. The robots in MCs
begin to handle all subtasks that belong to them respectively.
During the process of manufacturing, there are bidirectional
transportation flows of components among MCs and unidi-
rectional transportation flows of final products to prespecified
warehouses (WH for short).

B. Description of CMF Scheduling Entities

1) Robot scheduler S provides three functions: 1) receiv-
ing task requests from the Internet; 2) analyzing and
decomposing each task into many subtasks according to
the process and allocating a robot to each subtask; and
3) sending the scheduling instructions to relevant MCs.

2) Warehouse WHt (0≤ t < NW , and NW is the total num-
ber of warehouses) stores the final products of the tasks.

Fig. 2. Function mapping between subtask type and robot type.

3) Manufacturing center MCi (0 ≤ i < NM , and NM is the
total number of MCs) is equipped with some types of
robots and has enough transportation capacity and raw ma-
terial supplies. Its properties include the following: 1) unit
transportation time TDi represents the speed of the trans-
portation facilities in MCi for transporting components or
products. 2) Unit transportation cost TCi represents the
cost of the transportation facilities in MCi for transporting
components or products. 3) D(u,v) stands for the physi-
cal distance between location u and location v.

4) Given 0 ≤ j < NR (NR is the total number of robot
types), robot Ri,j stands for the robot that is of the jth
type and resides in MCi. Considering the heterogeneity of
subtasks, we introduce a unified metric called equivalent
reference component (ERC for short) as reference for
measuring the relative cost and time for handling different
subtasks, and we select a small component and assign the
cost and time for handling it to ERC. The properties of
Ri,j include the following: 1) unit production time PDi,j

stands for the time needed by Ri,j for producing one ERC.
2) Unit production cost PCi,j stands for the cost needed
by Ri,j for producing one ERC. As a fixed performance
parameter, the PDi,j’s are all identical for the robots of
the same type. However, due to the difference of locations,
the PCi,j may be different among the robots of the same
type in different MCs. 3) The number of robots of Ri,j is
RNi,j . 4) Measured by the number of ERCs, CLi,j is the
current workload left to be handled in Ri,j .

5) Given 0 ≤ n < NST (NST is the total number of subtask
types), subtask of type n (labeled as STn) is the minimal
element to be handled in robots, and there is a function
matrix (labeled as F[NST][NR]) between STn and robot
type R∗,j . As shown in Fig. 2, if a robot type can handle a
subtask type, the corresponding matrix element is 1, and 0
otherwise.

6) Given 0 ≤ m < NP (NP is the total number of process
types), process of type m (labeled as Pm) is the relation
structure of relevant subtasks and the procedure for a
complete product. There are complex relations among the
subtasks in a process, so many structures can be used to
describe the process type, including the fork structure.
However, due to the assembling of components, these
structures can be transformed into tree structure, which
holds only the aggregation relationship and is easier to
describe. For example, the components from subtask A
can be used for two successive subtasks, i.e., B and C. This
is a fork structure. We can divide A into two subtasks of
the same type, i.e., A1 and A2. Moreover, the components
from A1 and A2 are used for B and C, respectively. In
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Fig. 3. Tree structure formation of processes.

this way we convert the fork structure into tree structure.
As a tree node, each subtask is handled according to
process specification, and the subtask that finishes last in
the process is the root node of the tree. Fig. 3 is an example
of tree structure formation for two different processes. The
detailed properties are as follows.

1) Subtask’s unit production output PVm,n stands for the
number of ERCs that the component of STn in Pm

amounts to.
2) Subtask’s unit transportation volume TVm,n stands

for the weight of components of STn in Pm.
3) Assign a Boolean variable FPm,n = 1 if STn exists

in Pm and FPm,n = 0 otherwise, and let Lm,n be the
number of layers from STn to the root of process tree
in Pm. Taking process0 in Fig. 3 as an example, ST4 is
at layer 0, and ST1 is at layer 2. Therefore, the average
layer position for STn in all relevant processes is

STLn =

NP−1∑
m=0

FPm,nLm,n

NP−1∑
m=0

FPm,n

. (1)

Obviously, the STn with larger STLn tends to be
handled earlier in the process.

7) Given 0 ≤ k < NT (NT is the number of tasks to be han-
dled), the kth task of label Tk has the following properties:
1) the process type for Tk (labeled as Prck); 2) the type
of previous subtask for STn in Prck (labeled as Prnk,n);
3) the total number of product items (labeled as TMk); 4)
the MC that STn of Tk is scheduled to (labeled as Posk,n);
and 5) target warehouse.

A detailed example is as follows. If Prck contains STn, Ri,j

is equipped in MCi, and STn in Tk is scheduled to Ri,j by F ,
we set allocation sign Uk,n,i,j = 1, and 0 otherwise. Based on
Figs. 2 and 3, we have NP = 2, NST = 5, and NR = 4. The
process types for task0, task1, and task2 are process0, process1,
and process1, respectively, and the target warehouses for them
are WH0, WH1, and WH1, respectively. Given four MCs
(NM = 4) and two WHs (NW = 2), an instance of subtask
scheduling is shown in Fig. 4, and the subtasks from different
tasks are shown with different styles of oval frame. The ST0 of
task0 is handled in R0,0, i.e., U0,0,0,0 = 1, the ST2 of task1 is
handled in R2,2, i.e., U1,2,2,2 = 1, and so on. Therefore, there
exists a tree structure of relevant robots for each task in a given
scheduling scheme, e.g., the robot-tree for task0 in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Example of subtask scheduling.

Fig. 5. Example of robot-tree for handling subtasks in task0.

C. Robot Deployment Methods

Given predetermined types and number of robots, there are
many methods for deploying robots in MCs, and the most
common method is random deployment (labeled as Ran-DP).
For controllable deployment of robots, there are several other
typical methods.

1) Robot-balanced deployment (labeled as RB-DP) tries to
allocate the types and numbers of robots evenly among
MCs. The detailed steps are as follows.

Step 1) Count the number of robots for each type, and
sort the robot types in an array by decreasing
orders of these numbers.

Step 2) In each iteration, select the forefront robot type
in this array, and allocate all robots of this type to
all MCs evenly. The MCs with fewer robot types
and numbers have the priority to get these robots.

Step 3) Remove the allocated robot type in this array, and
go to step 2 for a new iteration.

2) Function-balanced deployment (labeled as FB-DP) tries
to allocate functions and robot numbers evenly among
MCs. The detailed steps are as follows.

Step 1) Count the number of function types for each
robot type, and sort the robot types in an array
by decreasing orders of these numbers.

Step 2) In each iteration, select the forefront robot type
in this array, and allocate all robots of this type
to all MCs evenly. The MCs with fewer function
types and robot numbers have the priority to get
these robots.

Step 3) Remove the allocated robot type in this array, and
go to step 2 for a new iteration.
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3) Location-aware deployment (labeled as LA-DP) tries to
avoid the circuitous path for transportation. According to
the process tree, the subtasks at the early stages of the
process are handled in MCs that are farther away from
target WH, and the subtasks at the late stages of the
process are handled in MCs that are nearer to target WH.
The detailed steps are as follows.

Step 1) According to F , the average layer position for all
subtasks (functions) in robot type j is

RLj =

NST−1∑
n=0

F [j][n]STLn

NST−1∑
n=0

F [j][n]

. (2)

RLj embodies the relative order of employment of
robot type j in production, and the RLj set is sorted
into array RArray[NR] by decreasing order.

Step 2) The average distance from MCi to each WH is

MCDi =

NW−1∑
j=0

D[i][j]

NW
. (3)

The MCDi set is sorted into array MCArray[NM ]
by decreasing order.

Step 3) Allocate the elements in RArray to the elements
in MCArray by the orders of elements in both
arrays, and ensure that each MC consists of about
NR/NM robots.

IV. OPTIMAL SCHEDULING STRATEGIES

AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Optimization Strategies

A subtask can be handled by many robot types, so various
scheduling schemes exist and yield different performances.
The following are three strategies with different optimization
objectives [17].

1) LBS: When STn of Tk is scheduled to Ri,j , we get Prck
and the unit production output for STn in Prck. The actual
output for STn of Tk is the product of this unit production
output and TMk, and the load of Ri,j (labeled as LM (i, j)) is
represented by the sum of outputs for all subtasks in it

LM (i, j) =

NT−1∑
k=0

NST−1∑
n=0

Uk,n,i,jTMkPVPrck,n. (4)

In load-balance scheduling (LBS), the optimization objective
is to minimize the standard deviation of the loads for all Ri,j

Minimize (Std (LM (i, j)))

s.t. 0 ≤ i < NM , 0 ≤ j < NR. (5)

2) CMS: The overall cost for Ri,j (labeled as C(i, j))
consists of production cost CM (i, j) and transportation cost
CT (i, j) for all subtasks in Ri,j , i.e.,

C(i, j) = CM (i, j) + CT (i, j). (6)

Fig. 6. Gantt chart of subtask handling.

When STn of Tk is scheduled to Ri,j , the production cost
for STn of Tk is the product of the actual output for STn of
Tk and PCi,j . Moreover,CM (i, j) is the sum of these subtasks’
production costs in Ri,j

CM (i, j) =

NT−1∑
k=0

NST−1∑
n=0

Uk,n,i,jTMkPVPrck,nPCi,j . (7)

The transportation cost for STn of Tk is the product of TCi,
transportation distance from current MC to the next MC, and
the actual transportation volume. Moreover, CT (i, j) is the
transportation cost for all subtasks in Ri,j

CT (i, j) =

NT−1∑
k=0

NST−1∑
n=0

Uk,n,i,jTMkTVPrck,n

× TCiD(i, Posk,Prnk,n
). (8)

In cost-minimized scheduling (CMS), the optimization ob-
jective is to minimize the overall cost for all Ri,j

Minimize

⎛
⎝

Nm−1∑
i=0

NR−1∑
j=0

C(i, j)

⎞
⎠

s.t. 0 ≤ i < NM , 0 ≤ j < NR. (9)

3) DMS: The processing time of a subtask is composed of
the production time in a robot and the transportation time to
the next MC or WH for the resultant component or product.
Moreover, the overall production time for these tasks is de-
termined by the subtask that finishes last. There are fast and
convenient logistics services for the regional enterprise cluster,
and the transportation can be carried on simultaneously while
the robots are handling subtasks, so the overall production time
accounts for a major part of the overall processing time.

Based on the scheduling scheme in Fig. 4, we give a demon-
stration of distributed subtask handling in Fig. 6. According to
the process of T0, there is a delay TD1 for transporting the com-
ponent of ST0 to R1,1, and then, ST1 in T0 can start. Similar
delays (TD2 and TD3) are incurred for ST3 and ST4 in T0 to
start. Although there is only one subtask in R3,3, it finishes
work last at D1, and all remain transportation finish at D2.
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Fig. 7. Example for calculating the overall processing time for a task.

There are dependent relations among subtasks in a process,
and the current subtask cannot be handled until the relevant
earlier stage subtasks in the process are handled by other robots.
For example, the only subtask ST4 of T0 in R3,3 should wait
for the completion of all of its previous subtasks, and the
overall production time for R2,2 is smaller than that for R3,3.
Therefore, we cannot calculate the overall production time from
the view of a single robot. From the view of task, the delay-
minimized scheduling (DMS) exists when all of the subtasks
in the task that finishes last are handled without discontinuous
idle waiting. In this case, the processing time of Tk is the sum
of time for handling individual subtasks in different robots plus
the necessary transportation time. Based on Fig. 5, we demon-
strate the steps for calculating the shortest processing time
in Fig. 7.

Step 1) Robot-tree construction. If there is a remaining
workload to be processed in a robot, we add a node
indicating current load to the corresponding node in
robot-tree (e.g., R0,0 and R1,1 in Fig. 7) and thus get
an expanded robot-tree.

Step 2) Weighing the edges of robot-tree. Given a direc-
tional edge from out-node to in-node in robot-tree,
we calculate the sum di (1 ≤ i ≤ 6 in Fig. 7) of the
time for handling the relevant subtask with out-node
and that for transportation to in-node. Moreover, di is
regarded as the weight of this edge.

Step 3) Robot-tree trimming. Considering the parallel
processing of subtasks for a task, we select the trunk
with the highest weight in robot-tree. The optimal
processing time D(k) for Tk is the sum of edge’s
weight in the trunk. For example, in Fig. 7, the trunk
for task0 consists of four edges, and D(0) of current
scheduling scheme is d1 + d3 + d4 + d6.

Considering that only one subtask can be handled first in
a robot, we cannot achieve the optimal scheduling for all
tasks and focus on the task that finishes last with its optimal
scheduling scheme. In DMS, the minimal overall processing

Fig. 8. Example of chromosome encoding.

time that is possible to achieve is the maximum of all D(k),
and the optimization objective is to minimize it in the system

Minimize (Max (D(k)))

s.t. 0 ≤ k < NT . (10)

B. Subtask Scheduling Inside Robots

For the general case, the minimal overall production time in
a robot is achieved by consecutively handling the subtask with
the shortest processing time first [18]. However, in CMF, there
are complex dependent relations among subtasks from different
robots, so the subtask with short processing time may not be
handled first. Moreover, the minimal processing time of one
robot cannot lead to the optimal performance for the whole
system. For the same reason, ordering these subtasks in the
robot by the deadlines of the corresponding tasks is also un-
reasonable. The STLn in the process tree embodies the relative
order of subtask handling, so we adopt the tactic that sorts the
subtasks in a robot by the decreasing order of their STLn.

C. Implementation of Approximate Optimal Scheduling

The scheduling can be described as an optimal assignment
problem for bipartite graph, where some vertices are subtasks
and others are robots, and each robot can be assigned with
more than one subtask, so it is an NP-hard problem [19]. There
are many algorithms for this assignment problem, including
GA, ACO [20], and heuristic algorithm [21], and it is proved
that GA can search the solution space effectively and evaluate
many solutions simultaneously for avoiding locally optimal
solution [22], so this paper adopts GA to solve this problem.
The algorithm starts by encoding the problem to produce a list
of genes. The genes are then randomly combined to produce
a population of chromosomes, each of which represents a
possible scheduling scheme. Iterative genetic operations for
offspring are performed on chromosomes that are randomly
selected from the population. The probability of chromosomes’
survival is determined by their fitness values. As a self-adaptive
and multidirectional searching process for optimization, it can
operate on the final results directly with satisfactory robustness.
The detailed stages are the following.

1) Chromosome encoding: In each chromosome, the genes
are indexed by k ∗NST + n, representing the STn in Tk,
and are assigned with i ∗NR + j, representing the Ri,j

that will handle STn in Tk. If STn is not in Tk, the gene is
assigned with a negative value −1. The chromosome for
the scheme in Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 8.

2) Generation of initial population: Based on F , assign
each gene with a robot that is capable of handling this
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subtask randomly, and get N chromosomes as the initial
population. Generally, N is within the range [40, 120].

3) Fitness evaluation: We define three fitness functions for
the aforementioned optimization objectives as follows:

Fit1 =
1

Std (LM (i, j))
(11)

Fit2 =
1

NR−1∑
j=0

C(i, j)

(12)

Fit3 =
1

Max (D(k))
. (13)

4) Chromosome selection: Based on the fitness threshold,
excellent chromosomes are selected from parent gener-
ation. Here, we adopt the proportional selection method
[19], which takes the ratio of the fitness value for a chro-
mosome to the sum of fitness values for all chromosomes
as the selection probability.

5) Chromosome crossover: It is the most vital operation
for new generation and embodies the idea of information
exchange. We make crossover for the gene segment of
each task and select the starting position for crossover in
each segment randomly.

6) Chromosome mutation: With a random small probabil-
ity, we select some genes among all chromosomes and
change their values to embody the effect of mutation.

7) New population: After the aforementioned stages, we
evaluate the fitness values for all chromosomes, select N
chromosomes with the highest fitness values as the new
population, and go to stage 4) for the next iteration. When
the algorithm converges, we terminate the algorithm and
output the chromosome with the highest fitness value as
the selected scheduling scheme.

V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

A. Setting of Simulation Parameters

Taking a CMF instance of heavy-machinery production as
an example, we get the optimal chromosomes under different
optimization strategies and deployment methods in MATLAB
and conduct simulation experiments based on the scheduling
schemes from these chromosomes.

We derive the fixed parameters from the aforementioned
example for simulation as follows: NM = 8, NR = 10, NW =
4, NST = 15, and NP = 15, and the total number of robots in
the system is 40. The parameters in Table II are assigned with
integer values within a given range to embody the diversity of
the parameters’ values.

Other special parameters are as follows. The process trees
are constructed according to a relatively fixed order of subtasks
handling in the process, so we specify that five subtask types
exist in each layer of the process tree with equal probability, five
subtask types exist in the top third layers of the process tree with
a probability of 70%, and five subtask types exist in the bottom
third layers of the process tree with a probability of 70%.
TVm,n is within range of [1], [7] ton. Moreover, to embody the

TABLE II
PARAMETER SETTING FOR SIMULATION

effect of component assembling and weight increasing as the
process goes, TVm,n is larger for the subtasks that are nearer to
the root of the process tree.

B. Setting of Simulation Scenarios

For the creditability of the simulation results, we assign types
to all 40 robots randomly and get 20 different robot-type allo-
cation scenarios labeled as rsp (1 ≤ p ≤ 20). By assigning NT

with numbers from 15, 20, 25, . . ., 60, we get 10 task scenarios
labeled as tsq (1 ≤ q ≤ 10) for different workloads. To get the
global approximate optimal solutions of the GA algorithm, we
conduct simulation experiments under these scenarios, so we
can overcome the possible deficiency from fitness function and
other parameters in population initialization, crossover method,
and mutation method.

In each two-tuple of (rsp, tsq), we provide the same ini-
tial chromosomes and parameters for all scheduling strategies
and deployment methods and get the corresponding optimal
scheduling schemes. The GA algorithm converges when there is
no obvious difference (less than 0.5%) of fitness values for quite
a few generations. The number of generations for algorithm
converging varies from 50 to 120.

For comparison of scheduling strategies under Ran-DP, we
conduct simulation experiment with relevant schemes and get
the performance indexes such as standard deviation of robot
load, overall cost, and overall processing time. For comparison
of deployment methods, we conduct a simulation experiment
with relevant schemes and get the performance indexes such
as the standard deviation of the robot load by LBS, overall
production cost by CMS, overall transportation cost by CMS,
and overall processing time by DMS. At last, we get the average
values of these performance indexes for all 20 rsp to eliminate
the influence of noise data and plot these results under each tsq
in Figs. 9 and 10.

C. Analysis on Scheduling Strategies

From Fig. 9, we find that each scheduling strategy can get
the optimal performance for the corresponding optimization
objective.

In Fig. 9(a), LBS yields the minimal standard deviation of the
robot load. Subtasks tend to amass in robots with low cost for
CMS and amass in robots with small handling delay for DMS,
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Fig. 9. Performance of different scheduling strategies. (a) Standard deviation
of the robot load. (b) Overall cost. (c) Overall processing time.

so the two scheduling strategies lead to more severe imbalance
of processing load in robots. As the workload increases, sub-
tasks are more evenly allocated to robots, and the growth rate
of the standard deviation of the load keeps decreasing in LBS.
On the other hand, the imbalance of the load in CMS is much
more severe than those in the other two strategies.

In Fig. 9(b), the production costs for DMS and LBS are
higher than that for CMS. The overall cost grows as the work-
load increases for all three scheduling strategies. Although sub-
tasks amass in a few robots of low production cost, the distance
and cost of transportation for these subtasks may also increase
in the same time, so the growth rate of the overall cost between
two tsj’s does not drop noticeably as the workload increases.

In Fig. 9(c), the overall processing time for DMS is the
lowest. When the workload increases to a certain level (e.g.,
NT = 25), the growth rate of the production time between two
tsj’s drops noticeably. It illustrates that, when the workload is
high, there is severe congestion of subtasks in robot, so the
production time overwhelms the transportation time, and the
overall processing time is mostly composed of production time.

Fig. 10. Performance of different deployment methods. (a) Load-balance of
robots. (b) Overall production cost. (c) Overall transportation cost. (d) Overall
processing time.

D. Analysis on Robot Deployment Methods

In Fig. 10(a), each deployment method with LBS yields
similar performances of load-balance with one another. More-
over, in Fig. 10(b), each deployment method with CMS yields
similar overall production costs with one another. Therefore,
we conclude that there is no obvious difference among these
deployment methods on these performance indexes.
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In Fig. 10(c), LA-DP yields a much smaller transportation
cost than the other three methods. However, there is no much dif-
ference on transportation costs for the other three deployment
methods. The reason is that LA-DP can decrease the circuitous
transportation effectively, and as subtasks in the process tree are
handled in order, their components are getting nearer to target
WH. Considering that transportation cost plays a minor role in
overall cost, we conclude that LA-DP shows a slight advantage
over other deployment methods on overall cost.

In Fig. 10(d), under the low-workload state when NT is
small, LA-DP leads to the minimal overall processing time. The
reason is the shortened transportation distance by LA-DP. On
the other hand, under the high-workload state, transportation
has little influence on overall processing time, and FB-DP leads
to the minimal overall processing time. The reason is that
FB-DP provides each MC with as many functions as possible,
so many subtasks of the same task can be handled in one MC,
and there is less dependence on robots in other MCs. Similarly,
high-workload leads to congestion of subtasks, so the growth
rate of the overall processing time between two tsj’s drops
noticeably for the decreased influence of transportation time.

VI. CONCLUSION

For distributed subtask handling in CMF platform, this paper
has proposed a CMF scheduling model for cooperative man-
ufacturing in regional enterprise cluster, together with several
scheduling optimization strategies and several robot deploy-
ment methods. Simulation results have shown that LBS, CMS,
and DMS yield optimal performances of load-balance in robots,
overall cost, and overall processing time, respectively. Physical
distance may take effect on overall cost, and LA-DP yields
the minimal transportation cost. LA-DP and FB-DP yield the
minimal overall processing time in low-workload and high-
workload states, respectively. High workload leads to conges-
tion of subtasks in robots, so the production time occupies
larger portion in the overall processing time as the workload
increases.

Based on the aforementioned insights, further valuable re-
search directions include the following: 1) comprehensive per-
formance optimization index and deployment methods with
considerations of varying production costs and delay, logistics
to users, and inventory costs; 2) scheduling the subtasks in a
robot with considerations of priority and arriving pattern of
task; and 3) in a view of complex networks, exploring the
features of robot-trees for dynamically increasing tasks with
different robot-selection preferences.
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